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1 . I 'r Which is not the aim of Psychology ? 4.

. Measurement and description

" Differentiation

Explanation

Prediction

2. Match the names of psychologists

given in List - A with their field of

contribution mentioned in List - B

and select the right option :

List-A List- B

(a) Behavioural (l) Abraham

Maslow

(b) Cognitive (lD Sigmund

Freud

(c) Humanistic (llD John Watson

(d) Psychodynamics (lV) Jean Piaget

abcd
(A)M il il r

(B) !!r rv | [

(c)r !r I M

(D)[ ! M u

3. According toWilliam Jameswhich of

the following is not the type of

Self ?

(A) Socialself

(B) Cognitive self

(C) Materialself

(D) Spiritualself

From the Behaviouristic point of

view, the subject matter of Psychology

was:

(A) Mentalfunction

(B) Physiologicalfunction

(C) Behaviour

(D) Consciousexperience

Neurons remain healthy and alive

due to the function of which cell ?

(A) Glia cell

(B) Electricalcell

(C) Sensory cell

(D) Adjustorcell

The condition in which the negative

and positive charges in Neuron

remain distributed inside and outside

of membranes is called :

(A) Resting potential

(B) Depolarisation

(C) Polarisation

(D) Absolute'refractory condition

The conduction and controlof Reflex

action is done by:

(A) Spinalcord

(B) Brain

(C) Sympathetic autonomic

neryous system

(D) Hypothalamus

(A)

'(B)

(c)

(D)

5.

6.

7
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8. Fissure of Rolando and Lateral

Fissure are found in :

(A) Limbicsystem

(B) Hypothalamus

(C) Spinalcord

(D) Right and left hemisphere

L According towhich theory perceptual

field and brain fields are directly

connected:

(A) Principle of lsomorphism

(B) Field theory

(C) Motivationaltheory

(D) Mentalsettheory

10. Which of the following statement is

incorrect in view of Gestalt theory of
Perception ?

(A) People perceive an object as

a whole not in parts

(B) TheorganisationofPerception

is acquired

(C) Some changes occur in brain

region related with the object or

events perceived bythe peopb

(D) Both, Cohesive forces and

Restraining forces, remain

present in the visualfield

11. Gibson considered which one of the

following as most important in the
perception of distance and depth :

(A) Person's experience and

training

(B) Information in stimulus

(C) Monocularcues

(D) Binocularcues

12. Select right statement according to

apparent distance theory of illusion :

(A) The causes of illusion is strain

in eye-balldue to movement

(B) The causes of illusion is
confusion in the mind of
perceiver due to detailed
explanation of figures

(C) The causes of illusion is change

in the figure of retinal image

due to distance

(D) Distance of objects or figures

from the perceiver

13. What are the causes of extinction in

conditioned responses in

conditioning experiments ?

(A) lncrease in obstruction

(B) Decrease in drive

(C) Absence of reinforcement

(D) Lowexpectancy

14. "Children are not permifted to watch

programmes on violence because

these programmesteach to behave

in similar way" this statement is
based on the theory of :

(A) Learnedhelplessness

(B) Continuousreinforcement

(C) lmitation

(D) Observationallearning
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15. The concept of operant leaming was

given by:

(A) Skinner

(B) Hul!

(C) Thomdike

(D) Dollard

16. ln classical learning responses

are:

(A) Elicited

(B) Emitted

(C) Voluntary

(D) Simple

17. According to Peterson and Peterson,

the correct duration of short term

memory is :

(A) 6 Seconds

(B) 10 Seconds

(C) 18 Seconds

(D) 30 Seconds

18. ThefactthatSemantic knowledge in

LTM are randomly arranged is

related with which of thefollowing ?

(A) Spreading activation theory

(B) Hierarchicalnetworktheory

(C) Self-theoreticalmodel

(D) Feature-comparisonmodel

According to interference theory the

causes of forgetting is :

(A) Failureofstorage

(B) Failureofencoding

(C) Failureofretrieval

(D) Presenceofcompetition

Which of the folloring can be kept in

sensoryleaming ?

(A) Episodic memory

(B) Semantic memory

(C) Echoic memory

(D) Proceduralmemory

Which of the follouling is not included

in the listof tools of thinking ?

(A) lm4e

(B) Language

(C) Concept

(D) Trialand eror

On the basis of theirexperiments on

concept formation, Bruner, Goodnow

and Austin has put emphasis on

which of thefolloring :

(A) Blanktrialprocess

(B) Method of reception

(C) Methodofselection

(D) Focusgambling

Contd.

19.

20.

21.

22.
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23. The findings of Duncker's experiment

on problem solving is that :

(A) A mental set emerges during

problem solving in an individual

(B) Functional fixedness is an

importantfact

(C) Problem solving process is not

random rather it is properly

planned

(D) Autistic thinking plays an

important role in Problem

solving

24. Creative thinking is related more with

which of the following ?

(A) Deductivereasoning

(B) lnductivereasoning

(C) Evaluativereasoning

(D) Analyticalreasoning

25. According to Gardiner, which type of

intelligence is found in astronauts,

navigators and artist ?

(A) Verbal/ linguistic

(B) lnterpersonal

(C) Visual / spatial

(D) lntra personal

26. The research on relative effect of

heredity and environment on mental

ability is being conducted in which

field:

(A) Biology

(B) Physiology

(C) Genetics

(D) Behaviourgenetias

27. Match List - 1 (Psychologists) with

List - 2 (Psychological tests /
conceptrs) and indicate your response

choosing the codes given below:

List- 1 List- 2

(a) J.C. Raven (1) Globai

intelligence

(b) DavidWechsler (2) MinnesotaTest

of creative

thinking

(c) E. P. Torrance (3) Siandard

Progressive

Matrices

(d) L.M. Terman (4) Concept

MasterytestoJ

lntelligence

abcd
(A)3 1 4 2

(B)4 2 3 1

(c)3 1 2

(D)2 3 4 1

28. The man who made first successful

attempt to measure intelligence

was l

(A) Binetand Simon

(B) Wechsler . 
.

(C) Spearman

(D) Terman
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29. The excessive secretion of which

hormone increases the extent of

illusion and hallucination in human

beings ?

(A) lnsulin

(B) Epinephrine

(C) Thyroxin

(D) Trophic

30. ln any therapeutic process, four

primary functions are essential.

Which of the following is not among

thosefourfunctions ?

(A) Diagnosis

(B) Treatment

(C) Etiology

(D) Prediction

31. According to Rogers, self-concept is

the part of :

(A) Organismicself

(B) Self-actualisation

(C) ldealself

(D) Self-reinforcement

32. The name of psycfrologistwho opined

that in which culture physical

4 punishment is applied in child

rearing, the feeling of inferiority,

introversion, aggression and jealousy

traits develop sharply, is :

(A) Sears

(B) Welsh

co-21t14 (6)

(C) Jenson

(D) Sears and Welsh

33. According to which theory emotional

experience depends on emotional

behaviour ?

(A) Cannon-Bard theory

(B) Schachter-Singertheory

(C) James-Langetheory

(D) Leper'stheory

34. ln which theory explanation of the

emotion has been done on the basis

of physiological stimulation and

cognitive appraisal ?

(A) Cannon-Bard theory

(B) Lindsleytheory

(C) Schachter-Singertheory

(D) Mandler'stheory

35. When Sympatheticsystem activates

during emotion which of the following

hormones secretes heavily ?

(A) lnsulin

(B) Epinephrine and Nor-

epinephrine

(C) Estrogen

(D) Androgen

36. Which one of the following is the

example of primary emotion ?

(A) Hate

(B) Anger

(C) Disgust

(D) Pride

Contd



37. The rnotives which people learn in

socialenvironment is called :

(A) Acquired motive

(B) lnborn motive

(C) Expioration motive

(D) Reflectance motive

38. Psychoanalytictheory has been kept

in wnich category ?

(A) Drive theory

(B) lncentivetheory

(C) Opponent process theory

(D) Optimal-leveltheory

39. Who proposed hierarchyof needs ?

(A) McClelland

(B) Munay

(C) Miller

(D) Maslow

40. According to Schachter and Singer
Theory, interaction takes place
between emotionalexperience and :

(A) Cognitive, socialand effective

factors

(B) Physiological and effective
factors

(C) Cognitive, socialand physical

factor

(D) Physiological and cognitive

factors

41. There are some principles of
development. Point out the wrong

one:

(A) Development pattern in

predictable

(B) Development depends on

training

(C) Developme_ntal period has

some characteristics

(D) Everyarea of developmenthas

potential hazards

42. Which one of the following action is

not included in the field of

developmental psychology ?

(A) Child guidance

(B) Abnormalchilddevelopment

(C) Chlld education

(D) Studyofdevelopment process

43. Which developmental period is

called stormy?

(A) Childhood

(B) Adulthood

(C) Adolescent

(D) Old age

44. Psychologist who performed

experiments to see the effect of

conditioning on a child named ,

'Albert':

(A) William James

(B) Jones

(C) Watson

(D) Hurlock
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45. Hurlock mentioned some learning

process which influence the

emotional development. Point out the

wrong option :

(A) lmitation

(B) Reading

(C) Trialand error

(D) Training

46. Which one of the following phases of

cognitive development has not been

mentioned by Piaget ?

(A) Sensory-motorphases

(B) Concrete-optionalstage

(C) Accommodationstage

(D) Preparation for conceptual

thought

47. Point out inappropriate explanation.

Gender typing behaviour :

(A) Occur due to process of
identification

(B) Occur due to development of

mentalschemas

(C) Cognitive factor contribute in

acquisition of gender roles

(D) Occurto please others

48. Which self is expressed when we

relate with others ?

(A) Personalself

(B) Relationalself

(C) Socialself

(D) Self-concept

49. Which aspect of self organise and

examine the self-behaviour ?

(A) Self-control

(B) Self-instruction

(C) Self-reinforcement

(D) Self-regulation

50. 'Observing and evaluating ourability

and decisions as a person' is the

subject of :

(A) Self esteem

(B) Self-concept

(C) Self-actualisation

(D) Self-efficiency

51. The specific ways through which we

response to person and situation is

called:

(A) Self-control

(B) Personality

(C) Self-esteem

(D) Self-reinforcement

52. "Abnormal psychological pheno-

menon are simply exaggerations,

over developed or under developed

or disguised i.e., perverted", evaluate

this statement:

(A) lnconect

(B) Correct

(C) Wronglyplaced

(D) Absolutelywrong
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53. The modern method of classification

of mental disorder is :

(A) tcD - 10

(B) DSM - v
(c) DSM - tV TR

(D) DSM - ilr R

54. The role of genetics and bio-chemica!

factors is negligible in the
development of which of the following

mentaldisease ?

(A) Conversionhysteria

(B) Obsessivecompulsiveneurosis

(C) Paranoia

(D) Schizophrenia

55. The cognitive model of depression
psychosis was formulated by :

(A) Freud

(B) Abraham

(C) Coleman

(D) Beck

56. Which one of the following is the

serious symptom of dissociative

Hysteria ?

(A) Amnesia

(B) Fugue

(C) Headache

(D) Double personalitY

57. Which of the following is not an

affective disorder ?

(A) Paranoia

(B) Psychotic depressive disorder

(C) Manic depressive psychosis

(D) Evolutionalmelancholia

58. Among all symptoms, the main

symptom of Schizophrenia is:

(A) lndifference

(B) Withdrawalfromreality

(C) Disorganisedthinking

(D) Generalapathy

59. According to DSM - lV50% phobia

is in which category ?

(A) Social Phobia

(B) Specific Phobia

(C) Agoraphobia

(D) Claustro phobia

60. !n DSM - lV manic depressive

disorder has been named as :

(A) Mood disorder

(B) Unipolar disorder

(C) Anxiety disorder

(D) Bipolar disorder

61. The most important factor without

which client-centred therapy cannot

proceed is:

(A) Objective of therapy

(B) Therapeuticclimate

(C) Analysis of problem

(D) Co-operation

(Tum over)co - 21t14 (e)



62. ln Psychoanalytic counselling one

bestway to reduce the resistance is :

(A) Develop positive transference

(B) Encourage the client to break

silence

(C) Direct attention of patient from

the topic of resistance

(D) !nform client the result of long

resistance

63. The main objective of Rational-

emotive counselling method is:

(A) lnstruct to alter the thought

process

(B) Showhowfunnyishisthought

(C) Unmark and alterthe irrational

beliefs

(D) Tell him about his irrational

through process

64. The necessary condition to start

counselling process is :

(A) lnstruct client to narrate his

problem

(B) Willingness in client for
counselling

(C) Visit counsellor's place
regularly

(D) Force client to express his
problem

65. The aim of counselling in schools and

colleges is notto :

(A) lmprove performance of
student

(B) Develop insight in student to

solve their problems

(C) Guide students for future
planning

(D) Treat disabled students

66. The improper handling of which

stage can negate the totaloutcome

of counselling progress :

(A) Resistance

(B) Transference

(C) Termination

(D) lnterpretation

67 . The term midlife crisis has been used

by:

(A) Selye

(B) Leventhel

(C) Maslow

(D) Weiner

68. Factor which is not sign of mental

health:

(A) Self confidence

(B) Realisticperception

(C) Doubtfulness

(D) Purposefulthought

69. The biologicalreason ofAutism is:

(A) Birthcornplication

(B) Post natalevents

(C) Abnormalcerebellumfunction

(D) Muttiptebiologicatfactors
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74.

71.

72.

73.

Autistic disorder was first indentified

bywhom ?

(A) McGrath

(B) Leo Kanner

(C) Mark

(D) Wins

Which one of the following disorder

develops mental retardation ?

(A) Cretinism

(B) PKU

(C) Turner's syndrome

(D) ADHD

In old age decrease in secretion of

insulin develops which disease ?

(A) High blood pressure

(B) Low blood pressure

(C) Diabetes

(D) Thyroid

The balanced dose of which vitamin

is required for the regulation of

Calcium and Phosphate in the

parathyroid gland for the balanced

development of children ?

(A) Mtamin -A
(B) Vitamin - B

(C) Vitamin - D

(D) Vitamin - 812

74. Nutritious diet is necessary in the

obstetrical care to improve which

$pe of intelligence ?

(A) Generalintelligence

(B) Fluid intelligence

(C) Crystallizedintelligence

(D) Specificintelligence

75. Who gavetheacronym "PERMA" ?

(A) Maslow

(B) Seligman

(C) Banett

(D) Peal

76. The goal of Positive Psychology is

to study:

(A) Politicalview

(B) Addiction

(C) Well-being

(D) Socialties

77 . Which one of the following is positive

emotion ?

(A) Disgust

(B) Distress

(C) Jealousy

(D) Pride
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78. CSV manual has identified six
positive psychological traits of
human beings. Which of thefolloa/ng

is not among them ?

(A) Wisdom and knowledge

(B) lndecisiveness

(C) Humanity

(D) Temperance

79. Who is the writer of book -
"Authentic Happiness" ?

(A) Card Rogers

(B) Abraham Maslow

(C) Martine Seligman

(D) Erich Fromm

80. ldentifythe mental condition which is

notthe result of spiritualwellbeing ?

(A) Better physical and
Psychological well being

(B) Loweranxiety

(C) More depression

(D) Self-actualization

81. Which of the following is not a
component of attitude organisation ?

(A) Cognitivecomponent

(B) Affectivecomponent

(C) Behaviouralcomponent

(D) Functionalcomponent

82. Congruity theory of attitude change
is related with :

(A) Festings

(B) Cart Smith

(C) Kelmen

(D) Tannenbaum

83. Kimball Young has not described

luhich of thefollowing types of leader?

(A) Politicalleader

(B) Diplomatic leader

(C) Democratic leader

(D) Authoritarian leader

84. What is the Psychological reason of
failure of lndian political leaders ?

(A) Accusation on each other

(B) Lack of traits

(C) Differenttypes of complexes

(D) Lack of healthy socialization

85. Which strategies are effective in

controlling prejudice ?

(A) lnter group contact in

appropriate atmosphere

(B) Change the boundaries
between in-group and out-
group

(C) Use of legal measure

(D) Leave on situations

86. There are some characteristic
feature of organisational structure.
Point out which of the following is not
among them :

(A) ldentifiable aggregation of
human beings

(B) Deliberate and conscious
creation

(C) Co-ordination of activities

(D) Highlyeducated workforce
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87. Which approach for designing
organisational structure is more
effective ?

(A) Process approach

(B) Result approach

(C) Decision approach

(D) lntegrated approach of above

all

88. Expectancy theory of work motivation

has been described through some

variables. Select the variable not

mentioned in the expectancy theory :

(A) lnstrumentialability

(B) Valance

(C) Judgeability

(D) Expectancy

89. Match List - I with List - ll and

indicate your response by choosing

the codes given below:

List- I List- ll
(Theorists) (Name of Theories)

(p) McClelland 1. ExpectancY

(q) Adlfer Theory

(0 Vroom 2. Goalsefting

(s) Locke Theory

3. Theoryof Need

4. ERGTheory

(c)3 4

(D)1 2

co - 21114

90. ln which group there are more

formalities in communication ?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Smallgroup

Mass Communication

PublicCommunication

r

3

1

2

4

q

2

4

1

3

s

1

3

p

(A) 4

(B) 2

91.

92.

(13)

Middle level communication

Which of the following is not correctly

matched ?

(A) Social impact theory

Obedience

(B) Socialexchangetheory-Self

evaluation

(C) Socialcomparisonfreory-Self

evaluation

(D) lrrlcre presence hypothesis -
socialfacilitator

"Fieldef in the contingency model of

leadership research used some

situational variables to evaluate

leadership styb. Select the variables

w?rich was not included :

(A) Dedication

(B) Position Power

(C) Taskstructure

(D) Leader-member relationshiP
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93. Why gentle persons also behave

irrationally in crowed ?

(A) Crowd mind

(B) Provocation

(C) Anonymity

(D) Loss of individual identity

94. Match List- I with List- ll using right

code:

List- I List- ll

(a) Pearson (1) Product

moment
' method

(b) Superman (2) Phiconelation

method

(c) Kendall (3) Rankdiftrence

method

(4) Coefficientof

concordance

abc
(A)123
(B)243
(c)321
(D)134

95. ln normal probabilitycurvewhich pair

willbe at one point ?

(A) Mean and Range

(B) Mean and Median

(C) Quartileand Range

(D) Medianand euartile

96. Who postulated Goefficient of

contingenry?

(A) CarlPearson

(B) Spearman

(C) M. G Kendall

(D) R. A. Fisher

97. Which statement is correct in the

contextofANOVA?

(A) lt is used when variance of

groups is homogeneous

(B) One necessary condition for

use of analysis of variance is

deviation in groups must be

heterogeneous

(C) Analysis of variance is used

where groups ard 'free

distributed

(D) Analysis of variance is used

when there is shortage of time

98. Which one of the following is not a

Non-parametric statistics ?

(A) KruskatWattisH-test

(B) t-test

(C) Median test

(D) MannWhitneytest

co - 21t14 (14)
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99. When condition of parametric test is

not fulfllleo whrch ot the following test

will be appropriate to use in place of

t-test ?

(A) U-Test

(B) W-Test

(C) H-Test

(D) MedianTest

100. lf Judges have given decisions in four

ranks, then which correlation-

method willbe properto use ?

(A) w

(B) |

(c) r
(D) P

co - 21114
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